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embodied in devices and services that we can hardly imagine,
presents Europe with tremendous opportunities  for pros
perity and competitiveness, for employment, for education,
and for social cohesion and strengthened cultural identity.
But innovation is essential, if Europe is to realise this poten
tial. It is needed in the software, information technology and
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Electronic Commerce:
• From cost reduction to value creation 
new opportunities for Europe
• From regulation to selfregulation  a fast and flexible
legislative process
• How ecommerce is being absorbed into everyday life
• Case study  electronic markets
• Case study  virtual enterprises

telecommunications industries, which together will develop
tomorrow's ecommerce infrastructures and systems. It is
needed in the wider community of enterprises, both large and
small, where these systems must be applied to reduce costs, to
improve quality and efficiency and to add value. It is needed in
the public administrations of the European Union and its
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• Scenario workshops, leading to a social environment
that favours innovation
• Competitive Support Action  new diagnostic
tool helps to prevent ulcers
• Innovation policy in central and eastern Europe
• CRAFT project  costeffective flexibility in paint manufacture

Member States, both to create a legal framework which sup
ports ecommerce and to open up new electronic channels for
their own interactions with businesses and citizens.
There is no doubt that the United States has had the advan
tage in the first phase of the transition to the digital econ
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omy. But today there are signs that Europe is innovating with
the speed necessary to catch up. It is building a clear lead in
technologies such as mobile telephony, digital TV and nat
ural language interfaces, which will be fundamental in the
second phase. And at the political level, the recent adoption
of the eEurope initiative and the ECommerce Directive will
make the rapid takeup of these technologies far easier.
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Radical Response
to a Quantum Shift
The Lisbon Summit marked a turning point for EU enterprise and
innovation policy, for it saw the highlevel integration of social and
economic policy with practical initiatives to strengthen Europe's
research capacity, promote entrepreneurship and facilitate takeup
ofinformation society technologies.
( ¡ \ Y the special meeting held
\ ^ \ / i n Lisbon on 2324 March,
the European Council established
a new strategic goal for the com
ing decade  for the European
Union "to become the most com
petitive and dynamic knowl
edgebased economy in the
world, capable of sustainable
economic growth with more and
better jobs and greater social
cohesion"
Speaking in London just one
week later, Erkki Liikanen, Euro
pean Enterprise and Information
Society Commissioner, stressed
the strategic significance of the
Council's decisions. "European
heads of state and government
have given their strong commit
ment to ensure that Europe
catches up in the digital economy
and becomes a competitive and
entrepreneurial economy," he
said."The powerful message from
Lisbon is that delay is not an
option. We must move fast to
accelerate Europe's transforma
tion."

Window of opportunity
The Council was responding,
said the Portuguese Presidency
in its conclusions, to "a quantum
shift resulting from globalisation
and the challenges of a new
knowledgedriven
economy"
Europe's employment rate is still
too low, its service sector remains
underdeveloped, and there are
growing skills shortages in the
key sector of information tech
nology. At the same time, the
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most positive macroeconomic
outlook for a generation offers
Europe an opportunity to address
these weaknesses through a co
ordinated package of economic
and social reforms.
First and foremost, the strategy
outlined by the Council aims to
"prepare the transition to a
knowledgebased economy and
society":
• by creating an
society for alKD

information

• by establishing a European
area of research and innovation
• by creating a friendly environ
ment for starting up and devel
oping innovative businesses,
especially small and medium
sized enterprises (SMEs)
• through economic reforms for
a complete and fully operational
internal market
• by ensuring efficient and inte
grated financial markets
• through improved coordina
tion of macroeconomic policies
fiscal consolidation,and quality
and the sustainability of public
finances

Innovation measures
A number of specific decisions
are of particular interest to the
innovation community:
• the use of tax policies, venture
capital and European Investment
Bank (EIB) support to improve
the environment for private
research investment, R&D part
nerships and hightechnology
startups
• introduction of a Community

Patent by the end of 2001
• the development of mecha
nisms to coordinate national
and EU research programmes,
and the removal of barriers to the
mobility of researchers
• further efforts to lower the
costs of doing business and
remove unnecessary red tape,
especially for SMEs, as a stimulus
to investment, innovation, and
entrepreneurship

Jaime Gama, Portuguese Minister
for Foreign Affairs (left), and
Antonio Guterres, Portugal's
Prime Minister, at the Lisbon
Summit  with, behind (left to
right) George Papandreou, Greek
Ministerfor Foreign Affairs, and
Francisco Seixas Da Costa, State
Secretary for European Affairs
and Chairman of the Intergovern
mental Conference.

• action to encourage inter
faces between companies and
financial markets, R&D and train
ing institutions, advisory services
and technological markets
"We cannot legislate for'entre
preneurial spirit'. But we can put
enterprise policy at the centre of
our priorities. That, Lisbon has
done,"concluded Mr Liikanen. ·
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The full text of the
Presidency Conclusions
is available at
http://www.europa.eu.
(1) The Information Society aspects of i nt/council/off/conclu/
the Council's decisions are covered in this mar20007

edition's dossier on ecommerce, starting
on page 8.
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Quality Time
The Institute for Prospective Technological Studies (IPTS)
has completed the first EU-lev el foresight exercise. It looks
forward to a European Union based around high-tech industries, competing on know-how, quality and performance.

Light at the end of the tunnel?
The Future's project examined the
likely impact of political,
economic and social change on
technology, competitiveness and
employment
ƒ ^ j A o l i c y - m a k e r s were once
\ X ~ / c o n t e n t to leave the longterm future alone. Not any more,
to judge by the speed with which
government after government
has recently taken up technology
foresight.
The Futures conference, which
in February marked the culmination of the first European-level
foresight project, is the latest
contribution t o an expanding
foresight culture - and a highly
successful one. Hosted by IPTS,
one of the eight institutes of the
Commission's Joint Research Centre, the conference attracted more
than 650 high-level delegates.

ώ-
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Missing dimension

Competing on quality

Foresight is the process of characterising contemporary change
so that today's policies are informed by developments anticipated in the next ten to 20 years.
Normally sponsored by national
governments, such exercises
draw on a broad community of
experts, and also provide a platform for forging new relationships
between government, science and
industry.

At the centre of the picture that
emerges stand the high-technology industries, the collective
lynchpin of a fledgling European
information society. Nurturing
innovation potential is viewed as
crucial, so pride of place goes to
the biotechnology and information-society industries, including
notably computing and electronic commerce.

Futures, however, has been cast
in a rather special mould. "Essentially, it arose because we at IPTS
found that existing foresight exercises overlooked some crucial
European issues," says Gustavo
Fahrenkrog, its project manager.
Futures has therefore focused
specifically on issues of Europe
development - especially deregulation, the euro and EU enlargement - alongside the big issues,
such as globalisation and information society, that traditionally
occupy foresight exercises.
The objective was to work out
the implications that the combination of these drivers is likely to
have for technology, competitiveness and employment over the
next ten years.To do so, the project formed a series of expert
panels involving nearly 200 representatives from industry, academia and government. After a
structured 18-month process
involving brainstorming, seminars, workshops and a mid-term
conference, they have produced
12 substantial reports.

EU strengths are identified in
these areas - agro-food and
mobile télécoms,for example. But
so too are worrying weaknesses,
which tend to retard innovation
in the same areas. Of great concern is the gap between what the
industries propose and what the
public appears willing to accept.
To close it, Futures advises encouragement for improved social
and political mechanisms to
build consensus between public,
industry and government.
In ICT-reliant industries,there is
already a growing labour-market
gap between demand for ICT
skills and their supply. Policymakers are aware of the problem,
but shortages are likely to grow
and to spill out into other technology fields.The implications for
education and training are clear.
On the demographic front, the
differentiation that social institutions are currently undergoing
comes under scrutiny. The total
number of households, for example, is growing twice as fast as the
population. The Futures reports
roundly reject an interpretation
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of such trends as social fragmentation. Instead, they talk of a
'mosaic society', allowing for the
possibility of social coherence.
Futures reads all these signs as
pointers to an imperative - that
Europe's competitiveness in the
21st century must be built on a
foundation of innovative capabilities. It envisages a Europe that
competes first on know-how,
quality and performance and only
second on price. The capacity to
integrate new technologies into
high-quality, innovative goods
and services and to offer 'mass
customisation'will be critical.

Futures' future
In contrast with most national
foresight programmes, Futures
was not commissioned. In fact.

IPTS took something of a gamble
in launching it."We were looking
for a flagship project, funded
from our own budget, to raise
IPTS' profile. We took a calculated
risk that it would be of interest,"
says Ken Ducatel, one of the project leading team members.
The gamble paid off, and the
project has already created a
great deal of interest. "We have
received many requests for follow-up work," says Ducatel.These
have come from Commission policy-makers working on early
drafts of the next Research
Framework Programme, other EU
institutions - as well as countries
in central and eastern Europe,
and even in Latin America, looking for help in designing their
own foresight programmes.

Futures team has already started
working on a successor project,
due for launch within a year.The
aim is to reinforce the European
foresight perspective, refining
more quantitative estimates of
cross-impacts, especially in relation to enlargement, and getting
to grips with the socio-economic
implications of the emerging
eEurope.
·

cum»
• K. Ducatel, European Commission
Joint Research Centre
IPTS
TI.+34 95 448 8489
Fx.+34 95 448 8359
E-m. ken.ducatel@jrc.es
• The full texts of the Futures panel's final reports are
available at http://futures.jrc.es/

To build on this success, the
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Climbing the Value Chain
National and regional prosperity, according to the principal theorist of
industrial clusters, is built around self-reinforcing technology networks. In
Europe, regional networks are at an early stage of development, but global
competition is already creating pressure to link them transnationally.

(P)

roductivity
blossoms,
\t~J
Michael Porter argues!1),
where technologies and products
are continuously upgraded within
geographically and sectorally concentrated groups of firms.
"Regional networks spanning
an industry's entire value chain
create a new basis for co-operation between companies, and for
inputs from research institutes,
technology parks and corporate
R&D departments," confirms Dr
Gerrit Stratmann of the German
consultancy Agiplan.'They allow
new synergies which improve the
competitiveness of the participants and of the region as a
whole."

Co-operate to compete
Agiplan has recently completed an analysis of existing networks in the automotive sector!2).
It forms part of a wider study
undertaken by the European
Commission's Enterprise Directorate-General, to assess the
prospects for linking clusters of
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) transnationally.
Networking is more advanced
in the automotive sector than in
other industries, due to the intensity of international competition.
"Each company understands that
it can no longer survive on its own,
and many regional governments

A 'virtual cluster car' can be used to highlight locally
manufactured components - revealing the gaps in a region's
competence which must be filled if it is to make the transition from
parts supplier to system supplier.

· · ·
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work for safeguarding the inter
ests of each partner."
The difficulty of building rela
tionships across national borders
is the biggest barrier to the scaleup of technology networks to the
European level, Hantschel be
lieves. "The distances involved
just make it harder to meet faceto-face," he says.

The clip-on dashboard cover
developed by three members of the
Upper Austria automotive
technology network is
a world-beater.

Agiplan's report describes an
optimised model for creating
regional technology networks,
which it is keen to transfer to
other sectors. "There has to be
enough flexibility to accommo
date regional and sectoral differ
ences," says Hantschel. "But a
common approach will make it
much easier to link these net
works transnationally at a later
stage."
a network, the greater the bene
fits," explains Stratmann.

recognise the need to support
platforms for collaboration," says
Stratmann. "But even individual
regions are no longer strong
enough to compete with America
and Japan. There is now much
greater willingness to co-operate
at European level."

Central to each network is a
database of firms and institutions
involved in the automotive in
dustry in the region. Details of
their products and capacity pro
vide each member with an
accurate overview of relevant
regional competence.In addition,
networks need to support com
munication between members,
through newsletters and regular
meetings.

Agiplan studied automotive
networks in Upper Austria and
Styria (Austria) and in North
Rhine-Westphalia (Germany),and
also looked at ones in the Basque
Country (Spain), Nord Pas de
Calais (France), Piemonte (Italy)
and Wales (United Kingdom).The
seven are at very different stages,
but a consistent picture emerged
- both of the necessary develop
ment process,and of the benefits.

The numerous success stories
identified by the study include
not only technological but
organisational co-operation - for
example, to reduce the cost
and enhance the value of the
ISO9000 certification process
through joint qualification. "A
network also gives small suppli
ers a much stronger voice when
talking to large car manufactur
ers," Stratmann adds.

With one voice
Above all, regional networks
must be unified and encompass
ing. To deliver real economies of
scale - in the acquisition of new
knowledge through training or
research, for example - a network
must involve a significant propor
tion of the region's automotive
suppliers."The more elements of
the supply chain are integrated in

Λ-
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Three members of the Upper
Austrian network recently collab
orated to develop an innovative
product with huge market poten
tial/On the basis of its regular dis
cussions with car-makers, the
network foresaw future demand
for clip-on dashboard covers.
These will enable drivers to alter
or improve the appearance of a
car's cabin as easily as you can
that of a mobile phone," explains
Stratmann's colleague Dr Ralph

Hantschel. "In an intensive sixmonth joint project, a dashboard
supplier, a milling-machine man
ufacturer and a plastics supplier
developed a new machine to pro
duce these complex 3D parts.
They have already won contracts
with several car-makers, and will
be first to market with an ex
tremely promising technology."

The next step, he believes, is to
pilot the scheme in the automo
tive sector. "We want to realise a
transnational network on a Euro
pean scale, at least for one sec
tor," he says. "All seven regions
involved in the study are keen to
take part, but the initiative needs
EU support to kick-start it."
·

One step at a time
Such collaboration does not
occur immediately."lt takes about
a year to establish the necessary
trust, once a network's informa
tion and communication plat
form is in place," says Hantschel.
"Competition between members
remains an issue. But the network
provides the means to realise the
potential benefits, and a frame-

(7) In 'The Competitive Advantage of
Nations', Macmillan Press, 1998.
(2) 'Analysis of transnational technology
networking between existing clusters of
SMEs and one or more technology poles
(automotive sector)'.

trmmn
' E. Pedersen, European Commission
Enterprise DG
Promotion of Entrepreneurship and SMEs Directorate
Concerted actions on entrepreneurship and SMEs
Fx. +32 2 296 6278
E-m. ellen.pedersen@cec.eu.int
1

R. Hantschel, agiplan
TI.+49 208 9925 458
Fx.+49 208 9925 571
Ε-m. rha@agiplan.de

' The full report is available on-line at:
http://forum.europa.eu.int/Public/irc/sme/euroinformation/
info/data/sme/en/library/studies.html
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Extended Incubation
Privately financed business parks can extend the traditional
science park model by offering a property ladder to
technology-led start-ups as they move out of prototyping and
into production. This innovative approach increases survival
rates and benefits both investors and start-ups.

//,

cience Parks and university-based incubators are
often heavily restricted by planning laws," says David Phillips of
the Oxford Trust. "They may be
¡deal for R&D and prototyping,
but offer little help to a promising
start-up as it moves into the critical production phase, where ideas
are turned into real products. At
the time when managers need to
focus on controlling rapid growth,
they have to find new premises
while simultaneously losing the
basic support offered by the incubator environment."

Milton Park-a privately owned
mixed-use business park in rural
Oxfordshire, in the United Kingdom - demonstrates one successful response to these limitations. In 1989, its owners foresaw
the opportunities presented by
extending the science park
model right through to commercial maturity. They teamed up
with the Oxford Trust, which
already had strong regional
expertise in innovation and technology transfer, to create a mechanism t o turn the park into a
choice location for high-value
technology-led enterprises.

Out of the shell
The core of the park is the Innovation Centre incubator, opened
in 1991. It nurtures technology
start-ups, helps them grow within
the incubator, and moves them
on to the business park as they
mature into successful companies. This low-pain upgrade path,
supported by hands-on involvement from park management,
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allows start-ups t o concentrate
on innovation and g r o w t h
through their formative years.
Another key factor is that Milton Park's owners view the incubator as an investment in the
future. Space is initially leased at
very favourable rates, and requirements can be renegotiated
monthly.This flexibility reflects an
approach t o rapidly growing
technology-led enterprises based
on 'total-cost-of-tenancy' - a vital
component in the park management's vision.
Business mentoring support is
provided by the Oxford Trust. A
significant element for all companies, particularly those in the
incubator, is the extensive network access t o regional R&D,
business and investment communities provided by the Trust.
This access was identified as a
critical success factor when the
Innovation Centre was conceived, and has been successfully
provided without formal links to
a university.

Startling success
Thirty-nine
start-ups
have
entered the incubator in the last
decade. Of 21 'graduates', 14 are
now in larger premises in the business park. Together, they occupy
over 7,000m 2 of space, enabling
the park to recoup its initial investment many times over.
Success rates are exceptional 85% of the incubator's start-ups
are still in business after three
years, compared with a UK average of only 40%. Significantly, not
one of the incubator's graduates

has failed, clearly demonstrating
the benefits of helping a company through the critical early
years of rapid growth and the
transition to production.

Milton Park's Innovation Centre is
the first step on an innovative
property ladder for high growth
start-up companies.

To David Phillips, the lessons
are clear. "The success of the
Milton Park vision has been an
eye-opener. It shows that private
sector partnerships can go
beyond the university science
park model in offering win-win
propositions t o technology-led
start-ups."
·

«asm»
1

D. Phillips, Oxford Centre for Innovation
TI. + 4 4 1 8 6 5 728 953
Fx.+44 1865 793 165
E-m. davidp@oxtrust.org.uk
http://www.miltonpark.co.uk/
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The European

dotcom

Riding the roller coaster - despite
recent set-backsfor dotcom stock prices,
e-commerce will fundamentally
transform the way goods, services and
information are traded.

**Ifit can learn from
the mistakes of the first
generation, Europe may
find that there is also an
advantage to being the
second mover. · m

Electronic commerce presents the greatest test yet of Europe's
The challenges - to develop world-beating technologies, to
widespread take-up, and to regulate their use efficiently and
But the potential economic and social rewards of success are
pnce of failure is unthinkable.

( T J Regardless of internet stocks' recent
\ J j / r o l l e r coaster ride, the pace of the ecommerce revolution itself will not slacken.
Worth $33 billion in 1999, the United States
on-line consumer market accounted for 1.4%
of total retail sales, and is expected to nearly
double again this year. Meanwhile, revenues
from on-line advertising rose to $4.6 billion.
Serious money is at last being made - if not by
the hundreds ofdot.com' start-up companies,
then at least by established electronic retailers such as bookseller Amazon.

Everybody's gone surfing
Valued at €3.5 billion in 1999, Europe's
business-to-consumer (B2C) market is much
smaller. But it is growing more quickly, and is
predicted to reach €45 billion by 2002. With
more EU citizens connecting to the internet
via mobile telephones and digital TV sets, 34.4
million will make web purchases that year,
according to EITOO).
But B2C represents only 15-20% of overall
on-line sales. The Boston Consulting Group

forecasts that worldwide business-to-business (B2B) e-commerce will reach $4.8 trillion
by 2003 - 24% of total business-to-business
trade in the US, and 11% in western Europe.
For firms as well as individuals, on-line purchasing offers convenience, choice, price-transparency and significant reductions in costs. As
Erkki Liikanen, European Commissioner for
Enterprise and the Information Society puts it:
"What company can afford to forego savings of
10% in purchasing and procurement? E-commerce is no longer about'hype'. It is of strategic
importance for all businesses, old and new."
But maximising the benefits to Europe both economic and social - will also mean
ensuring that European companies secure
dominant positions in the domestic market
for e-commerce technologies and services, as
well as a substantial share of global sales.The
role of the European Union is critical - in coordinating strategic research, in shaping a
regulatory framework which favours e-commerce, and in ensuring that all regions, all
types of enterprise and all social groups are
equally able to benefit.

1. Making Relationships Work
FP5's Key Action 'New methods of work and electronic
commerce' is looking beyond transaction-oriented, PC-based
models of e-commerce.
"EU Framework Programme funding is a
very small fraction of what industry is spend(7) The European Information Technology Observatory
is an annual yearbook of market analysis and statistics, ing, but it has a specific function," says Bror
whose 2000 edition for the first time includes a specific Salmelin, Head of the Electronic Commerce
section on e-commerce. It can be ordered, price €60,
from http://www.fvit-eurobit.de/def-eito.hlm
Unit at the European Commission's Informa-
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tion Society Directorate-General.Our research
is designed to support EU policy development, to open pathways to next-generation
technologies, and to stimulate the emergence
of new business paradigms."
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innovative capacity,
msure their rapid and
fairly - are enormous.
%lso colossal, while the

Transaction-plus
In Salmelin's view, e-commerce has the
potential not just to reduce costs, but to transform the way companies interact, especially
within industrial supply chains. "Intangible
components, service elements and relationships will account for an ever greater proportion of a product's value,"heexplains."Especially
in B2B, e-commerce technology is making
possible new, individualised value creation."
This is certainly the experience of the
Netherlands-based global financial services
group, ABN Amro."As financial products have
progressively been digitised, they have
become commodities," says Tony de Bree, the
bank's Vice-President of Corporate IT Strategy.
"When the processing, clearing and administration of standard products went digital,
costs fell dramatically, and new players
entered the market. Since the early 1990s, our
wholesale business has been repositioning
itself as a provider of tailored information
about different financial products across an
increasingly virtual supply-chain."
Today, internet technology is accelerating
this trend, lowering transaction costs for individuals and small and medium-sized enterprises, too, driving banks like ABN Amro to
extend high-value integrated financial management services to these markets. "In the
Netherlands and elsewhere, customers value
personal financial advice," says de Bree. "The
challenge is to use electronic means to gather
and compare information about all the available products relevant to a particular customer, in order to improve the quality of the
advice delivered face-to-face in the branch
office."
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Tradezone's third-party marketplace, based on technology developed
in an Esprit project, gives purchasers access to a repository of
catalogues from hundreds of different suppliers.
"Electronic commerce will bring purchasers
and suppliers closer," agrees Michael Jeffries
of the British third party e-commerce service
provider Tradezone. "It will be increasingly
purchaser-driven, but this is not just about
lowering prices. It's about building stable
business relationships, with significant cost
savings on both sides. At the moment, suppliers take telephone orders through call
centres. E-commerce automates order-processing, freeing staff for active telesales and
customer support,and generating purchasing
data which allows better profiling and management of the customer base. Everybody
wins."

Multi-local approach
"The US is still six to nine months ahead of
Europe," Jeffries says. "Commercial exploitation of this technology started earlier there,
and US suppliers have already established
large domestic markets." But growing
demand for customisation and localisation of
e-commerce applications offers European
technology and service providers a real
opportunity to catch up with their transatlantic rivals.

B2B platforms for collaboration have
tremendous potential in the construction sector, for example, where different firms often
work together on a project basis. But to
accommodate contractual, behavioural and
linguistic differences between regions, adaptation is essential. The same is true in the
banking sector. "Translating user interfaces is
not enough,"de Bree confirms."A British mortgage is quite unlike a Dutch one. What is
needed is a multi-local approach, incorporating a high level of customisation."
"To be competitive in this new market
place, it will be necessary to diversify into networked and personalised business models,
where European companies have a real
advantage," Salmelin concludes. "Many US
companies are surprised by the extent of
Europe's regional differences," adds his colleague Paul Timmers. "People here are more
used to negotiating in a variety of business circumstances. We are optimistic about the
future, but both governments and companies
will have to move fast."

"American B2B companies have first-mover
advantage,"Salmelin admits."But they gained
it in the US business environment. Their'one
size fits all'approach will not be as successful in
the more diverse markets of Europe, Asia and
Latin America,either in the B2B or B2C worlds."
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2. Regulation and Self-Regulation

· · ·

The E-commerce Directive, approved by the European
Parliament in May, opens the way for accelerated take-up
of the new technology.

A single digital market

the sometimes opposed interests of con
sumers and the business community. EU
Directives on the protection and use of per
sonal data, and on legal recognition for elec
tronic signatures, have already been adopted.
A Directive proposal on the protection of
copyright is currently being negotiated in the
Council of Ministers. But while a Directive pro
vides guidance to the Member States, it must
be translated into national law before it has
effect.

"Our main aim has been to ensure the free
movement of electronic services across
national borders, extending the single market
into the digital world,"saysTimothy Fenoulhet
of the Information Society DG's Policy Plan
ning Unit.
This has meant adapting existing EU and
Member State legal frameworks to safeguard

The pace of adoption and implementation
is often slow. European companies have fre
quently complained that the resulting delays
place them at a disadvantage compared with
competitors in the more ruthlessly free market
US environment. "The EU's institutional
process makes it hard to keep pace with tech
nological change," admits Fenoulhet.
The new E-commerce Directive offers a way

In developing the regulatory framework for
electronic commerce in Europe, EU policy
makers have had to strike a delicate balance.
They were keen to remove barriers to the
rapid exploitation of internet technologies. At
the same time, they wanted to protect the
rights of consumers and users - not least, as a
means of building public confidence in ecommerce.

out of this dilemma. The Directive itself was
adopted with unprecedented speed thanks to
a new, streamlined decision-making process
introduced in the Amsterdam Treaty, and will
be written into the national law of each Mem
ber State before the end of 2001. And its pro
visions embody an innovative and uniquely
European approach to the problem of regula
tion.
The Directive extends a fundamental princi
ple of the Single European Market to the
realm of electronic commerce - if a service is
legal in its country of origin, then it is also per
mitted in every other Member State. It defines
the successive steps which must be taken to
conclude a binding electronic contract. It also
sets limits on the liability of télécoms carriers
and internet service providers for illegal or
defamatory content passing through their
networks.

Self-regulation with teeth

iimrnit
f ^ ί \ Europe is a political initiative
\^Jy
designed to accelerate Europe's
transition to the information society.
Launched in December 1999, it is intended
to make an immediate and significant
impact. The initiative was adopted at the
Lisbon Summit in March, where European
heads of state and government committed
themselves to ensuring that Europe
embraces the digital economy as the basis
of future economic growth and job cre
ation.
The key objectives of eEurope are:
• to bring every home, school, business
and public administration on-line
• to create a digitally literate Europe, sup
ported by an entrepreneurial culture ready
to develop and finance new ideas
• to ensure that the transition to the
digital age is socially inclusive, building
consumer trust and strengthening social
cohesion
In a speech at CeBIT 2000 in February,
European Commissioner Erkki Liikanen

ώι
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highlighted specific targets in two of
eEurope's ten priority areas.
First, the cost of high-speed internet
access must be reduced - the 'local loops'
installed by incumbent telephone opera
tors should be opened to competition by
the end of 2000, and the allocation of fre
quencies for multimedia wireless systems
should be completed by the end of 2001.
Second, to accelerate take-up of e-com
merce, by the end of 2000 a comprehensive
legislative framework should be in place,
and the Commission and Member State
governments should have plans to put all
public procurement on-line.
With the adoption of eEurope in Lisbon,
and of the E-commerce Directive by the
European Parliament (see main text), these
targets have already been nearly reached.

Most significant of all, in key areas the Directive encourages businesses and consumer
groups to develop codes of conduct as alternatives to legislation."There has to be a legal
safety net," says Fenoulhet."But in many cases
we think that in practice self-regulation will be
more effective."
The Commission is working hard to promote alternative dispute resolution (ADR) systems. "It is not easy for consumers to obtain
redress from an on-line supplier in another
Member State, even if they obtain a court
judgement in their favour," Fenoulhet explains. "We are encouraging companies to
adopt, as a source of competitive advantage,
after-sales procedures which incorporate best
practice in settling complaints. We are also
developing on-line third party mediation for
the speedy resolution of cross-border disputes. Finally, we plan to establish binding
arbitration procedures - though businesses
are more likely than consumers to use these."
· · ·
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Fishing Nets
Infornar has applied modern information and communications
technologies (ICTs) to stabilise a jittery traditional market.
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V s n are an unusual commodity. Until
\ X ~ / c a t c h e s are landed, the markets where
they will be sold know little about them  the
species in the catches and their quality, for
example. Highly perishable, they cannot be
stored for long. As a result, sudden shortages
and gluts are common, and prices move up
and d o w n rapidly  causing frustration for
fishermen, buyers and their customers.
An innovative solution to this problem has
come from Infornar, a 34month Esprit pro
jecto) completed in March 1999. The basic
idea is simple  an electronic market created
alongside the traditional fish market. Trading
in an electronic market can free buyers and
sellers from the constraints of a conventional
market place. In the Infornar system, it frees
them from the uncertainty imposed by their
physical separation while the trawler is at sea.

Information flow
"The key users" explains Luc Schelfhout,
managing director of SCS, the main technol
ogy supplier in the project,"are the auction
houses and the buyers, who between them
determine market prices. Not forgetting the
fishermen, of course." Infornar connects all
these actors on a computer network, where
fish can be traded before they are landed.
"Splitting the product flow from the informa
tion flow allows trading to be done on the
basis of the information flow,"Schelfhout says.
To the enduser, the Infornar system is a
suite of three ecommerce applications, which
can be used independently or together. As
they catch fish during a fishing trip, the
fishermen use the FishCATCH application to
communicate information about the catch to
their agents and to their local markets over a
shiptoshore satellite network link. Fish
TRADE is an electronic trading system w i t h
which fish traders can agree prices with their
suppliers and buy the fish they want. Finally,
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Infornar enables traders to bid electronically for fish already caught but still
to be landed.

FishCAST is an information system giving fish
marketers access to information about prices
and supplies available.

Adding value
The attraction for fishermen is financial.
Trading electronically before landing their
catches is fast and efficient, enabling them to
realise higher prices for their catches. Fish sold
the traditional way at auctions are graded,
packed and transported twice  once by the
auction house and once more by the buyers.
Handling costs money and reduces product
quality. With Infornar, the buyer can specify
grading and packaging requirements to the
fishermen while they are still at sea. Handling
is reduced, so the quality and thus the value of
the product is enhanced.
Infornar was successfully piloted at three
European ports during the Esprit project.
"Nowitistakingoffinalotofotherports,"says
Schelfhout. New refinements are also being
added continuously  the integration of on
line financial services is turning out to be

necessary, for example. As Schelfhout ex
plains, "When you start to use the internet to
advertise your goods, the buyer who offers
the best price may be one that you do not
know. To address this problem the pilots are
now focusing very strongly on ensuring the
reliability of transactions."

(7) Project 22207  An information network for the
fishing industry (Infornar).

cum»
L. Schelfhout, Schelfhout Computer
Systemen

Tl.+32 3 779 9986
Fx.+32 3 779 9989
Em.luc.schelfhout@schelfhout.com
http://www.schelfhout.com/
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'commerce promises greater convenience, choice and pricetransparency  but online shoppers need the same legal protection as those in
traditional marketplaces.

Coregulation  in which codes or rules
developed by the private sector are enshrined
in law  may be the best way forward, Fenoul
het believes. "Policymakers need industry's
help to understand and anticipate technolog
ical trends. Coregulation has the advantage
of speed and flexibility, while protecting con
sumer interests."
Of course, the internet does not stop at the
EU's external borders, and a similar approach
is being pursued at international level
through the industryled Global Business
Dialogue on ecommerce (GBD ), which the
Commission helped to initiate, and in which
major European players like ABN Amro are
represented.

A clear European lead  multifunctional
mobile devices like this concept design
from Nokia will provide the basis for a
range of entirely new services.

3. Thinking Outside the Box
The future of ecommerce will be unlike anything we have
seen so far, say the experts. Even so, it is essential that
Europe prepares for it.
The transforming effects of ecommerce
will be pervasive. Already, the boundaries
dividing it from the rest of life are blurring.
The distinction between old economy
bricksandmortar retailers and new economy

virtual stores is breaking down, as highstreet
brands capitalise on their reputations to
transform themselves into 'bricksandclicks'
hybrids. The distinction between technology
providers and technology users is also disap
pearing, as groups of large manufacturers
establish eprocurement systems to take con
trol of their own supply chains.
Similarly, ecommerce is having a funda
mental impact on all areas of information
and communications technologies. "You
cannot keep it in a box," says Bror
Salmelin."Topics like mobility, user inter
faces and the delivery of public services
demand multidisciplinary integration
with other parts of FP5's Information
Society Technologies programme."

New paradigm
Imagine being able to dial a single num
ber to call the nearest taxi, wherever you are
in Europe. "The next generation of phones
will have easy voice control and embedded
intelligence offering 'context sensitive' elec
tronic services based on awareness of the
user's location," Salmelin predicts. "In a few
years, no one will use the term ecommerce.
Mobile, digital interactions of every kind will
be taken for granted as part of everyday life."

ét
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y Numbers
The Esprit project, VIVE, shows how SMEs can boost their
competitiveness by collaborating in web-based virtual enterprises.

Φ

n the mid-1990s, three Italian small
and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)
lost their contracts as suppliers to a manufacturer of earth-moving machinery.The components they had supplied were parts of a
subsystem. They were ousted by a larger
Japanese firm which offered their customer all
the components at a competitive price, readyassembled into a complete subsystem.
However, before long the trio not only reestablished themselves as the suppliers of
choice, but broke into new overseas markets.
The secret of their success? They formed
themselves into a virtual enterprise (VE), using
information and communication technologies (ICTs) to work co-operatively.

explains. "It does not just provide a one-shot
training course and then leave them to sink or
swim.The coaching is a continuous hands-on
process."
The third ingredient is the technological
infrastructure, provided for VIVE by Siemens
Informatica. ICT solutions are used to simulate
the VE, allowing its partners to identify and
assign the tasks each must perform for the
grouping to work efficiently.They also provide
integrated communication, document-management and management systems from a
central server. As a turnkey set-up, the necessary hardware calls for surprisingly little
investment/Individual partners can plug and
play," says Santoro. "The next day they are
ready to start. All they need is a browser and
an internet connection."

Plug and play
This success was the inspiration for the 26month Esprit projectO), which set out in 1998 to
capitalise on the business solution which had
set the Italian SMEs on the road to recovery.
When a business opportunity arises that is
beyond the capabilities of a single SME, how
can a group of SMEs be rapidly assembled
with a minimum of red tape and sustained
through the life of the project? In essence, this
was the question which VIVE addressed. Its
method centred on two real-time real-life
pilot cases - VEs created, nurtured and monitored within the project.
The solution it developed has three ingredients. The first is a set of business templates.
"These are the key to our methodology, be-

Cartridge valves designed by one of the VIVE VEs
are now being commercialised by Oil Control,
another VE partner.
cause they provide what SMEs need - concrete, simple steps to follow one at a time
through the life cycle of the VE," says Roberto
Santoro, managing director of CE Consulting,
the engineering consultancy which led the
project.
Second comes the business integrator.The
consortium included two would-be business
integrators - organisations which learned to
apply the VIVE methodology under supervision from CE Consulting. "The business
integrator really coaches the SMEs," Santoro

Avalanche effect
The Esprit project ended earlier this year,
but VIVE continues to gather momentum. Currently 136 members strong, and growing
rapidly, a VIVE Interest Group has been formed,
and held its fourth special workshop in June.
VIVE's test-case VEs have put down strong
roots and new VEs have been born outside the
Esprit project.
As Santoro puts it,"What we are witnessing
is an avalanche effect."

(7) Project 26854 - Virtual vertical enterprise (VIVE)

CTTTTTT»
R. Santoro, CE Consulting
Tl.+39 06 8440 571
Fx.+39 06 8440 5721
E-m.roberto.santoro@ceconsulting.it
http://www.ceconsulting.it/ve/default.htm
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This is good news for Europe, since natural
language interfaces and mobile telephony are
fields in which it has a clear technological
lead. Entirely new classes of value-added ser
vices will be developed around multi-func
tional portable devices by new intermediary
companies, while charges for basic telephony
and e-mail approach zero/The societal advan
tages will be huge," says Salmelin. "But we
have to ensure that the Information Society is
all-inclusive."
Ensuring that no 'digital divide' opens up
between information-rich and informationpoor social groups, classes of firms, regions or
countries is a central theme of the eEurope ini
tiative (see box on page 10). As Erkki Liikanen
has pointed out, "Access for all is not only an
important social objective - it is also an eco
nomic imperative."Competitiveness and pros
perity will increasingly depend on knowledge
generation and knowledge management,and
the greater the number connected to any net
work, the greater its value to all.
Fortunately, mobile telephony and digital
TV - another area in which Europe is espe
cially strong - are likely to bring e-commerce
to a far wider audience than the personal
computer ever could.
·

«rfflrnr»
P.Timmers, European Commission
Information Society DG
1ST: New Methods of Work and
Electronic Commerce Directorate
Electronic commerce
TI.+32 2 299 0245
Fx.+32 2 296 8365
E-m. paul.timmers@cec.eu.int
1
T. Fenoulhet, European Commission
Information Society DG
Policy planning
TI.+32 2 296 9281
Fx.+32 2 296 1780
E-m.timothy.fenoulhet@cec.eu.int
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Links.
/ Τ Ι Λ elow are the web addresses of some of the most useful sources of on-line informa\ j D / tion on European electronic commerce.The list is available in clickable, hypertext
form on Innovation & Technology Transfer's own webpages at http://www.cordis.lu/itt/

European Commission:
• Electronic Commerce and the European Union
http://www.ispo.cec.be/Ecommerce/
• The eEurope Initiative
http://www.europa.eu.int/comm/information_society/eeurope/index_en.htm
• Information Society
http://www.ispo.cec.be/
• Information Society Directorate-General
http://www.europa.eu.int/comm/information_society/index_en.htm
• Information Society Technologies research programme
http://www.cordis.lu/ist/
• G8 Global Marketplace for SMEs
http://www.ispo.cec.be/ecommerce/g8/g8pp.html

Business and technology:
• Global Business Dialogue on Electronic Commerce
http://www.gbd.org/
• European Information and Communications Technology Industry Association
http://www.eicta.org/Eicta/
• Identrus
http://www.identrus.com/
• WIPO Electronic Commerce
http://ecommerce.wipo.int/
• Electronic Commerce section of the WTO website
http://www.wto.org/wto/ecom/ecom.htm
• W3C Electronic Commerce Interest Group
http://www.w3.org/ECommerce/

General:
• OECD Electronic Commerce web pages
http://www.oecd.org/dsti/sti/it/ec/index.htm
• Overview of OECD work on e-commerce
http://www.oecd.org/subject/electronic_commerce/documents/emergence.htm
• Electronic Commerce Knowledge Center
http://www.commerce.org/
• internet.com's Electronic Commerce Guide
http://ecommerce.internet.com/
• Financial Times European e-business review
http://www.ft.com/ebr/

T. de Bree, ABN Amro Bank NV
Tl.+3120 628 39 27
Fx.+3120 628 29 31
Ε-m. tony.de.bree@nl.abnamro.com
http://www.abnamro.com/
1
M.Jeffries, Tradezone
Tl.+44 1642 204 700
Fx.+44 1642 204 710
E-m.michael.jeffries@tradezone.co.uk
http://w3.tradezone.co.uk/
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Scenarios and

Ripple Effects

From Europe to the United States and India, scenario workshops
have spread. Soon they may become valuable tools for companies
and research networks - wherever people aim to shape the future,
plan strategy, resolve conflicts, and create a common language.
Τ \ n 1992, the Danish Board
X _ / o f Technology launched
'Barriers to Urban Ecology'. In
workshops held in four cities,
politicians, technological experts,
business people, and residents
were invited to brainstorm to
gether. Scenarios of the future
were used to stimulate creative
thinking and promote a construc
tive dialogue. The aims were to
form visions of urban ecology, to
identify barriers to their realisa
tion, and to propose solutions.The
experiment resulted in a National
Urban Ecology Action Plan.
The same year, the Earth Sum
mit in Rio de Janeiro adopted
Agenda 2 1 , containing actions
and priorities to make the world

more sustainable in the 21st cen
tury. A suggestion was that cities
and towns should establish a
Local Agenda 2 1 , based on a
process of consultation and dia
logue.
The European Commission,
meanwhile, was scouting for
methods likely to promote a
social environment favouring
innovation in Europe/The hypo
thesis" says Francisco Fernandez
of the Commission's Enterprise
Directorate-General, "was that
good practices must exist,
enabling people with different
social roles, perspectives, inter
ests, expertise, and preconcep
tions to tackle problems and
resolve conflicts effectively."

These ideas - national, global,
and European - were soon to
coalesce. In 1994, the first Euro
pean Awareness Scenario Work
shops (EASW) were run within a
pilot project! 1 ) aimed at testing
the transferability of the scenario
method to the broader European
scene.

Self-seeded spread...
Urban ecology was the focus of
the first pilot action. Then FleximodoU) extended the scope to
mobility, information and com
munication, and urban regenera
tion.The general objective was to
find combinations of technology,
public policy, and private and
societal actions favouring a sus
tainable urban life.'Learning by
doing'was the approach used to
adapt the methodology.

The Innovation/
SMEs Programme
In Brief
.Part of the EU's Fifth Research
Framework Programme, the'Inno
vation and participation of SMEs'
programme promotes innovation
and encourages the participation
of small and medium-sized enter
prises (SMEs) in the framework
programme. The Programme Di
rector is Mr G.C. Grata (Innovation
Directorate, Enterprise DG).

«ΟΠΗ»
Innovation policy
F x . + 3 5 2 4301 34129
Projects and
methodologies
F x . + 3 5 2 4301 3 2 1 0 0
Networks and services
F x . + 3 5 2 4301 3 2 7 7 9
Communication
and awareness

Fx.+352 4301 35389

Resources

Fx.+352 4301 33389
SME coordination
F x . + 3 2 2 295 4 3 6 1

Home Page

http://www.cordis.lu/
innovation-smes/home.html

Many cities have now run EASW,
notably within Commissionsponsored initiatives. In addition
to enthusiasm and a positive
dialogue, the process often yields
tangible results. In Lavrion
(Greece),for example, a workshop
made the residents aware that soil
pollution was a major obstacle to
sustainability. The excitement
surrounding the event prompted
universities to seek ways to
decontaminate the soil.

EASW scenarios stimulate creative thinking about sustainable cities.

Vol. 4 / 0 0 . J u l y 2 0 0 0

Today the Commission no
longer funds these 'urban sus
tainability' workshops. Yet they
are multiplying independently
thanks to t w o instruments cre
ated by the initial projects. One is
a multilingual set of tools, down
loadable from the EASW and

(7) The European Awareness Scenario
Workshops Initiative ofFP4's Innova
tion programme. EASW is a registered
trademark of the European Commission.
(2) Developing and Disseminating a
modularised scenario-works/wp method
on urban ecology, mobility, local
information provision and urban regen
eration - part of the Training and
Dissemination Schemes Initiative of
FP4 's Innovation programme.
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Fleximodo websites. Manuals,
adaptable scenarios and pro
grammes, posters, transparen
cies, promotional brochures and
t w o CD ROMs are available.The
second is a network of EASW
trained National Monitors. With
the guidance of a National Moni
tor, policymakers or active
groups run workshops on their
own at minimal cost and with
minimal organisational hassle.

... to new countries
Once adapted, the D anish
method found very fertile ground
for replication in southern Europe.
Italy and Spain now account for
half of the EASW organised. "The
reason is a recent shift of empha
sis, there, to regions and commu
nities." says Fernandez."ln the new
context, different groups and lev
els of authority strive to occupy
their natural space. Conflicts arise,
and scenario workshops repre
sent a constructive, democratic
way to resolve them."

M E D I C I N E

PROGRAMME

Outside Europe, people are
also interested. EASW have been
held in India,and there is even an
accredited National Monitor in
the USA.There, a new feature has
been added  democratic criteria
such as "Do the technologies in
your vision hinder or assist the
participation of socially disadvan
taged individuals and groups in
social or economic life?"
Workshop content has also
diversified. One EASW, for in
stance, was devoted to women
and the internet. The Commis
sion's D ew project^), meanwhile,
gave the workshops an economic
emphasis  the aim was to create
a local climate where SMEs could
flourish, with an improved envi
ronmental performance.

gramme. Both will create EASW
tools for new uses.The Basis tools
are designed to help companies
plan their innovation strategy. In
Strategist, EASW will be an op
tional accompanying measure for
transnational research projects,
aiming to increase the chances of
success and beneficial impact.
Early in a project, scenariobased
vision building should help the
partners overcome cultural dif
ferences and establish coopera
tion. Later, EASW in the partners'
respective communities could
promote local synergies, making
the project more fruitful and
socially meaningful.

(3) Developing the Economy from
Within, a project of the Third System
and Employment programme of the
European Commission's Employment
Directorate General.
(4) Project IPS 799900073  Business
awareness on sustainable innovation
strategies.
(5) Project IPS 799900076 
Strategies to assess S&T impact in
industrial clusters.

It will be interesting to see how
widely this original approach will
spread.
·

New projects
Now two new Innovation pro
jects, BasisW) and Strategist^),
have been launched by the Fifth
Research Framework Program
me's Innovation and SMEs pro

A N D

cosmi
• F. Fernandez, European Commission
Enterprise DG, Innovation Directorate
Projects and methodologies
TI.+352 4301 34647
Fx.+352 4301 32100
Em.francisco.fernandez@cec.eu.int
http://www.cordis.lu/easw/
http://www.cittadellascienza.it/fleximodo/fleximodo.html

H E A L T H

Testing Telltale Breath
t

s;
si
Α ΙΟ,ΟΟΟχ computeraided design image of
H. pylori showing the
curved shape and
flagella which enable
the bacteria to propel
themselves into the
mucus lining
of the stomach.
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The IRIS infrared isotope analyser performs quick, safe, cheap tests for
noninvasive diagnosis in gastroenterology, hematology and nutrition.
It allows easy detection of Helicobacter pylori, the main cause of peptic
ulcers and major risk factor for stomach cancer.
¡\j\elicobacter
pylori (H. pylori)
\ J ~ T / b a c t e r i a , present in 50% of
the world population, cause
chronic gastritis, peptic ulcers and
stomach cancer. When symptoms
develop, elimination of the bacte
ria is often the key to a permanent
cure. Endoscopy,a biopsy and cul
turing are crucial to diagnosis and
followup of ulcers or cancer, but
just for monitoring the success of
antibacterial treatment, this pro
cedure is unsuitable  it is expen

sive, timeconsuming, invasive,
and there is some risk of transmit
ting infections.

ever, its detection required an
expensive mass spectrometer and
a qualified operator.

Breath testing is simpler. It
exploits the ability of H. pylori to
produce carbon dioxide (CO2)
from urea. After swallowing 'label
led' urea, an infected patient
exhales 'labelled' CO2. The label
may be either the carbon14 (14C)
or carbon13 0 3C) isotope, but 13C
is safer because unlike HC it is not
radioactive. Until recently, how

Today a cheaper, simpler solu
tion is fully validated, thanks to a
Competitive Support
Action
(CSA)O) project involving a small
German company and the Insti
tute of Reference Materials and
Measurements (IRMM) of the
European Commission's Joint
Research Centre!2).
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IRIS Mark I
"Years ago," says Dr Günter Wagner of Wagner Analysen Technik
(WAT),"the company Hartmann &
Braun invented the non-dispersive
infrared technique (NDIR) to
detect methane in coal mines.The
technique actually measures a
pressure rise occurring when a
'greenhouse gas' absorbs infrared
light, heats, and tries to expand.
Later, Professor Peter Hering of the
Max Planck Institute of Quantum
Optics near Munich used this
cheap and simple technology to
produce a prototype 13C02/12C02
detector. My company, meanwhile,
was trying to sell mass spectrometers for H. pylori breath tests. When
I saw Professor Hering's prototype,
I knew this was the answer."
Dr Wagner's vision led to IRIS
Mark I, an NDIR-based analyser
for measuring 13CÛ2 enrichment
in breath samples.

Improving IRIS
With IRIS, all the patient has to
do is drink a liquid enriched with
13
C-urea, then blow into a bag. A
tabletop analyser, a PC and dedicated software do the rest. The
major innovation is a simple calibration system for which WAT
holds a patent. Yet despite its simplicity and reasonable cost, IRIS
Mark I received a cool welcome.
This led Dr Wagner to contact the
IRMM.

Child's play - the patient just blows into the bag. Diagnosis takes less than two hours using the IRIS
tabletop analyser, PC and Windows software.

for the analyser's reliable use. It
recommended several improvements.The aims were to make the
system more reliable and durable
in a hospital setting, to increase
its user-friendliness, and to make
it a more useful tool for doctors.
WAT implemented the recommended changes and recruited
many hospitals to validate specific IRIS breath tests.

New applications
The result is IRIS Mark II, a second-generation analyser with an
improved sampling device,a new
housing, and 16 ports for airsample bags. Its database, a new
feature, enables users to define
and organise breath tests, store
patient data, and collect individual test results.

"Our j o b is to develop and
transfer expertise in measurement," says Dr Philip Taylor of
IRMM."We supply measurements
for fundamental constants with
the highest accuracy attainable.
With the same methodology and
rigour, we test the performance
of new technologies. We provide
reference materials for quality
control, food authentication, test
validation, and so on. We try to
understand and solve people's
measurement problems."

With an hour of training, any
nurse can operate IRIS, calibrating
it with her own breath. Patients
are diagnosed on-site in less than
two hours. The IRIS H. pylori test,
with 98% specificity and 98% sensitivity, is now the gold standard
for H. pylori detection.

IRMM validated IRIS measurements against mass spectrometry, the best technique available
for measuring 13 C. Taking a
critical look at IRIS, the Institute
determined boundary conditions

New applications have also
emerged, using different labelled
substrates - tests of liver function, pancreatic function, gastric
motility, amino acid metabolism,
fat absorption, and more.
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Removing obstacles
"Today, IRIS is widely accepted," says Wagner."In some countries it is very popular both for
detecting H. pylori and for replacing invasive or radioactivitybased organ function tests. A few
private practitioners have even
adopted it, and for this group we
hope to make a smaller, cheaper
version. Obstacles to wider distribution include a patent impasse
in the US,the need to await certification of 13 C-labelled substrates
in some countries, and low or
zero reimbursement of breath
tests by some national health services. Yet at international conferences, I have seen doctors pound
the table, demanding access to
this new tool. We are working
hard to remove the obstacles."

IRIS is already used in H. pylori
eradication campaigns and even
for preventive screening. This
could mean solving a widespread and costly public health
problem.
·

(7) For a description of the CSA activity, see 'I Can See Clearly Now ', edition
5/99.
(2) CSA96 706- Validation of sampling, calibration, and measurement
procedures for the Non-Dispersive
InfiaRed (NDIR)-carbon- 73 isotopie
measurement technique applied to
biomedicine.

cm&s»
• P.Tomaszewski, European Commission
Enterprise DG, Innovation Directorate
Innovation policy
TI. +352 4301 33798
Fx.+352 4301 35389
E-m.peter.tomaszewski@cec.eu.int
• G.Wagner, Wagner Analysen Technik
Tl.+49 421 278650
Fx.+49 421 2786521
E-m.wagner@wagner-bremen.de
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EUROPE

Stars Rising in the East
With a strong research base, but lacking a business culture
oriented towards innovation, how quickly can central and
eastern Europe transcend its role as the EU's poor relation?
A forthcoming study will examine the challenges to
innovation policy-makers in applicant countries.

strength of their high-tech R&D
skills to build new companies, and
to develop home-grown technologies with real international
sales potential. Subcontracts
secured on the strength of low
wages do not form a sustainable
basis for a modern economy.

Role models

The Czech Republic is one q¡
the central and eastern European
accesnon countries that will
increasingly benefitfrom
technology transfer links with
the EU.

_v
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o-ordinated innovation
policy is going to be critical for these economies, if they are
to compete effectively in the single market," says Alasdair Reid of
Aide à la Decision Economique
(ADE), the Belgium-based consultancy which is leading the study.
"Since the collapse of communism in the early 1990s, the
restructuring of large, state-run
industries has been led by investment from major European Union
companies.The resulting gains in
productivity and profitability
have been dramatic. But the
countries themselves have benefited little from the value added,
or from opportunities to develop
their own capacity to run modern
enterprises."
Now, they need to move out of
this phase, capitalising on the

ADE's 18-month study is one of
a new series of Innovation Studies!1) launched in May by the
Innovation Directorate of the
European Commission's Directorate-General for Enterprise. It
will identify the key policy actors
in six applicant countries - the
Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary,
Poland and Slovenia, as well as
Cyprus - and assess the current
status of entrepreneurship and
innovation management, cooperation and mobility between
public research and industry, and
the fiscal and administrative environment.
The Commission hopes that
the study will also highlight
examples of good practice in
stimulating the development of
technology-based firms oriented
towards export markets. "We will
not just be looking for infrastructure projects," Reid says/'Business
parks are important, but their
impact is determined by the people who use them. We want to
find concrete examples of successful business innovation, and
to show how it can transform the
prospects of regions and sectors."
Innovation is primarily driven
not by technology but by market
demand and competitive pres-

sure. One of the study's key messages is likely to be that escape
from dependence on foreign
investment and foreign contracts
requires exposure to foreign
competition - and as rapidly as
possible.

Closing the gap
"What the central and eastern
European countries have, in
many cases to a much greater
extent than some EU Member
States, is a large, skilled research
community," Reid explains. "But
as public funding for research
has dwindled, these skills have
not so far been exploited to their
fullest advantage." Throughout
the 1990s, many scientific personnel migrated abroad.
As in the EU, the challenge for
policy-makers is to mobilise
these resources by offering real
opportunities for qualified people to apply their scientific or
research skills in new ways - creating or working within new
companies. "The main issues are
similar to those faced in the rest
of Europe," Reid says."First, access
to appropriate forms of capital
and adequate management skills.
And second, the right mix of
incentives and safeguards to
persuade academics to take the
risk of leaving relatively secure
positions and starting their own
companies."
A further legacy of the communist era is the widespread lack
of a 'whole company'ethos. In the
past many business functions,
including R&D, were commonly
performed by the public sector.
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Today, enterprises need to inte
grate a wider range of functions
or find new sources of specialised
technologies and skills from new
service organisations. As they do
so, intercompany activity is
increasing rapidly, and needs to
be supported.
In the télécoms sector, the tech
nology gap was too great, and
national operators were quickly
wiped out by major foreign play
ers with the resources to replace
the outdated infrastructure. But in
sectors such as food processing,
the gap is smaller, less investment
is needed, and the diversity of
these countries' products gives
them an advantage. "They can
apply incremental innovation to
introduce the improvements in
quality control and packaging
necessary to sell into interna
tional markets,"says Reid.

PROGRAMME

sion countries, innovation policy is
still largely experimental even in
the EU,"he points out."ln this area,
learning will probably not be
solely oneway.When the Mediter
ranean countries first took part in
transnational research and inno
vation projects, people tended to
assume that there would be an
exclusively northtosouth trans
fer of knowledge. Very quickly we
found that Sweden could also
learn from Greece. Similarly, I am
confident that we will learn from
Slovenia and Poland in certain
sectors and in certain areas of
innovation policy."
·

(7) The Innovation Studies series con
tinues the former European Innovation
Monitoring System (EIMS) reports. A
list of available reports, which can ako
be ordered online, is at
http://www.cordis.lu/eims/src/stud.htm

/bwoitBifåtfc

Innovation Policy Unit Launches
Call for Network Proposals
Enterprise D G's Innovation Policy Unit has merged two calls for
proposals previously planned for publication on 15 June ('Access to
private innovation financing') and 15 September, respectively
('Patent Academia'), into a single call of potentially high interest to
the innovation community 'Access to private innovation financ
ing and tools for better knowledge exploitation', due to be
published on 17 July.The call is for four thematic networks  lTEC
venture capital network; incubator forum; university industrial
liaison offices; and expertise in entrepreneurship and innovation
finance  supported by three accompanying measures. Call docu
ments are available on http://www.cordis.lu
Expressions of interest to become a member in any of these net
works may be emailed to:entrnetwork2000@cec.eu.int

fHJQBED)
Manfred Schmiemann and Marc Verlinden,
Enterprise DG, Innovation Directorate
Innovation policy
Fax.+352 4301 34129

Mutual learning
Reid does not expect the
lessons in innovation policy to
flow entirely from west to east.
"Unlike agriculture and some of
the other policy areas in which the
EU has been assisting the acces

P A I N T
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JR.Tíscar, European Commission
Enterprise DG, Innovation Directorate
Innovation policy
Fx.+352 4301 34129
Em.jose.tiscar@cec.eu.int
http://www.cordis.lu/innovationsmes/src/policy.htm
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Any Kind of Paint You Like
New technology for mixing paint on demand promises great flexibility in the
choice of paint properties, as well as lower manufacturing and stockholding
costs. The system developed in a CRAFT project by Italian and French SMEs
could even be appearing in your local store soon.
Τ Amagine being able to
A y d e s i g n your own paint.
You can specify not just the
colour, but also drying time,
coverage, durability and finish 
gloss, matt or anywhere between.
What's your budget? Brush or
roller? What size container?
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Choose your options and a
machine will make up your order
in just a few minutes.
Consumers would not be the
only people to benefit from
'whileyouwait' paint blending.
Paint manufacturers and stock
ists handle thousands of paint

types, colours and can sizes.They
spend a lot of money on stock
management, yet still find it hard
to guarantee that any particular
paint will be available in the
shops. Custom manufacture
would save money all down the
supply chain.

Shoppers at large stores al
ready use special blending
machines to make paint in
colours that are not available
from stock. Could this flexibility
be extended to cover different
paint types as well? In October
1994, two SMEs  Corob SpA, an
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Corob's paint-mixing plant has already been installed
at a paint factory in Finland.

· · ·
Italian supplier of paintmaking
machinery, and Jefco, a French
paint manufacturer  decided to
try. The result was a CRAFT pro
jectd), which has successfully
developed the technology to
make paint on demand.

What's in a paint?
Modern paints are complex
mixtures, explains Leopoldo Maz
zalveri of Corob. They contain
resins, pigments, fillers, additives
such as antiUV agents and fungi
cides, and water or organic sol
vents.
"Making paint to given stan
dards of performance and cost,
and ensuring consistent quality
and colour, is hard enough in a
largescale manufacturing plant,"
says Mazzalveri. "Scaling the
process down to a batch size of
just one litre, and showing the
customer how to choose the
right formulation for the job, is
even trickier."
To simplify the task, the project
partners decided to work with a
maximum of 48 standardised
components  solvent, resin, pig
ment dispersion and so on 
known as 'modules'. They be
lieved it would be possible to
design formulations to assemble

■à
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thousands of different paint
types and colours from this rela
tively small number of modules.
"As well as the paint formula
tions, we knew we would have to
design the equipment to dose
and mix the modules to produce
the final paint," says Mazzalveri.
On top of that, the partners
planned to develop software to
advise customers about the
choices involved in paint blending,
and to show them as accurately as
possible what the finished paint
would look like.

Pumps, valves and
software
Machinery supplier Corob was
mainly responsible for designing
the blending equipment and
control software. According to
Mazzalveri, technical challenges
included the design of new dos
ing valves and a nonintrusive
method of mixing. "We decided
we could not use an intrusive
mixer because of the difficulty of
cleaning it afterwards," he ex
plains. "So we developed a way to
mix the paint by shaking the can."
Jefco, with its expertise in paint
manufacture, looked after the
paint formulations and designed
the raw material modules to give

the necessary versatility. Two
other Italian SMEs, OMG and
Offmec, joined the project to hel ρ
with equipment and software
design.
Most of the research was done
by the Italian universities of
Bologna, Modena and Ferrara.
From Italy, research centre
CemoterCNR and consultants
SRMP also contributed to the
control software, while two
French SMEs, Itech and Soft 16,
provided specialist research to
aid JEFCO in developing paint
formulations.
Key to the project, notes Maz
zalveri, was the development of
formulation models that allow
the system to build a recipe for a
paint that meets the customer's
performance specifications. Con
versely, the software can predict
the properties of paint made to
any given recipe.

Ahead of its time?
Mazzalveri reports that there
was excellent cooperation be
tween the project's partners. Crit
ical to this success was a clear
framework which allowed the
SMEs to exploit the results com
mercially while protecting the
intellectual property rights of the
researchers. Corob and Jefco

have a patent crosslicensing
deal,for instance, and other bilat
eral agreements are in place
between SMEs and researchers.
The project ended in 1996, but
so far the ambitious goal of get
ting machines into retail stores
has not succeeded. "The market
was not really ready for this tech
nology," Mazzalveri admits. "But I
am still confident that it will be
accepted in the future." Corob
has, however, managed to incor
porate much of the technology
developed during the project
into its own paintmaking ma
chinery.
Today, a demonstration system
is installed at a paint factory in
Finland, where it is used to make
small batches of paint and to test
production recipes for larger
batches. The technology is fully
proven, say the project partners,
and is available to any company
wanting to use it in the retail
sector. It is not just limited to
paint  other possible areas of
application include plastics, cera
mics and cosmetics.
·

(1) Project CR733797/BRE27477 
Paint manufacturing process optimisa
tion for the building industry, using
original bases and pigments formulation.

CTTTTTT»
• European Commission
Research DG, SMEs and innovation
TI.+32 2 295 7175
FX.+32 2 295 7110
Em. researchsme@cec.eu.int
http://www.cordis.lu/sme/home.html
• A. Ciampolini, University of Bologna
TI.+39 051644 3006
Fx.+39 051644 3073
Em. aciampolini@deis.unibo.it
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Consolidation
and Ambition
Exploiting its unique expertise, the Inno
vation Relay Centre network is poised to
play a pivotal role in the European
Union's enterprise and regional develop
ment policies, says Yannis Tsilibaris of the
Innovation Directorate's Network s
and Services Unit.
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ver the next few yea rs,
there will be ra tiona lisa 
tion of the increa singly crowded
business support ma rket," Tsili
baris predicts."However, only the
IRC network offers dedica ted
assistance for transnational tech
nology transfer a nd pa rtnership.
The challenge it faces is to exploit
the substa ntia l huma n potentia l
of its approximately 1,500 inno
vation professiona ls to position
and promote this specialised role
within the broa der system of
European business support."

Dn target
First and foremost, this mea ns
continuation of the IRCs'core task
of helping sma ll a nd medium
sized enterprises in pa rticula r to
acquire a nd ma rket technology
and knowhow at European level.
For the first twoyear phase of the
Fifth Resea rch Fra mework Pro
gramme's IRC project, the net
work pla ns to commit itself a nd
its individua l regiona l nodes to
quantified performance targets 
in particular,for the conclusion of
technology transfer deals.
But Tsilibaris a lso expects the
network to fulfil a more strategic
function."The Enterprise DG is in
the process of developing a new,
more integrated Commission en
terprise policy," he says. "Within
this, the IRCs ha ve the compe
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tence to serve a s a n interfa ce
between business policyma king
and the practical delivery of busi
ness support and assistance."
He a lso points out tha t be
tween 2000 and 2006, around €1
billion (1999 prices) of Com
munity Structura l Funds a ssis
tance is earmarked for actions in
support of regiona l innova tion
capacitybuilding. These mea 
sures will promote new forms of
financing,encourage the creation
of sta rtup compa nies, provide
specialised business services,
support technology transfer, and
establish new interfaces between
firms and academia.
"In rela tion to innova tion, the
parallel Innova ting Regions in
Europe (IRE)0) a nd Innova tion
Relay Centre networks are ideally
placed to contribute to regiona l
policy formulation a nd regiona l
service delivery respectively,"
Tsilibaris expla ins. "And there is
real potentia l for synergy be
tween them."

Up to speed
Lastly, the IRC network  which
now ha s 13 new members from
the ten central and eastern Euro

pean countries and Cyprus, each
with sta ff new to the innova tion
support profession  will be
devoting considera ble effort to
training these new collea gues.
"For the Commission, ensuring
that the whole network moves at
the same speed is a very high pri
ority/'Tsilibaris says.
It is of course also in the inter
ests of the more experienced
IRCs, and their clients, that the
network ga ins full a ccess to the
technological needs and capaci
ties of the accession countries as
rapidly as possible.
·

(I) Formerly RIS/RTTTS (Regional
Innovation and Technology Transfer
Strategies) projects. See Two Sides of
the Coin', edition 4/99.

GXXS9
Y. Tsilibaris,
European Commission
Enterprise DG,
Innovation Directorate
Networks and services
TI.+352 4301 32922
Fx.+352 430134009
Em.yannis.tsilibaris@cec.eu.int
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The IRC
Network i n
Brief
The Innovation and SMEs
Programme's network of 68
Innovation R elay Centres
(IRCs) spans 30 countries,
including the EU Member
States and the newly associ
ated countries (NAC).
Each IR C is its region's
window on European inno
vation, helping companies
and research organisations
transfer technologies to and
from the rest of Europe. Fur
ther information about the
IRC network is available on
the IR C homepage (http://
www.cordis.lu/irc/home.html).
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Sounding Out New Markets
The IRC network is ensuring that Europe's small and mediumsized enterprises can play their part in the exploitation of non
destructive testing (NDT) as an indispensable tool across a very
wide range of industrial sectors.

( Π Λ υ Γ lives depend in count\ _ J / less ways on the everyday
structures around us. Yet we take
their integrity so much for gran
ted that only the spectacular fail
ure of a bridge, a building or an
airliner has the power to remind
us of this fact.

To keep abreast of develop
ments, researchers and practi
tioners need to meet regularly to
exchange ideas and experience.
This was the purpose of'Emerg
ing Technologies in NDT', held in
Athens in May 1999, which com
bined a conference with a parallel
brokerage event and an exhibi
tion of NDT products.
The initiative for combining
the conference with a technology
transfer event came from t w o
people."The last time we held the
conference, in 1995, it was very
scientific,"explains Dr Athanasios
Anastasopoulos, Director of engi
neering at Athens-based NDT
company, Envirocoustics, who
was also one of the conference
organisers."This time we wanted
more interaction between indus
try and universities."

More interaction between industry
and universities - the 1999
'Emerging Technologies in NDT'
conference has led to practical
transfers of technology.

Wide interest
More and more, the reliability
of such structures depends on
NDT, which is used to test their
integrity without destroying
them. It differs from more familiar
techniques - in which samples of
a product from a production line
are tested to destruction, for
example - in causing no damage
whatsoever to the structures
tested. This obvious advantage,
coupled with advances in com
puting and electronics, means
that the range of NDT applica
tions is constantly expanding.
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Dr Nikos Melanitis of IRC HelpForward, Greece, meanwhile, was
responding to the significant rep
resentation of NDT suppliers and
users among the IRCs clients. "In
our experience, there is hardly
any industry not interested in
NDT," he says.

Complementary
Among the participants were
delegates from Q-Test, a young
Bulgarian NDT service company.
In discussions with Enviro
coustics, mediated in t w o lan
guages by IRC Bulgaria's Zoya
Damianova, it became clear how
well the two companies comple
ment one another.
Envirocoustics specialises in
the NDT technique of acoustic
emission, which involves detect

ing sound waves originating from
defects in loaded structures. The
propagation of cracks is one
cause, for example. Q-Test, on the
other hand, aims to offer a com
prehensive repertoire of NDT
services to help win customers at
home, but lacks the equipment
and know-how to carry out
acoustic-emission testing. In fact,
with this technique completely
unavailable in Bulgaria, the im
portance of Envirocoustics to
their plans was clear.
Envirocoustics' vice-president,
Athanasia Tia Vahaviolos, full of
praise for the organisation of the
brokerage event, is upbeat. "QTest is very interested in becom
ing our agent in Bulgaria, which is
good because we have not yet
penetrated that market at all. I
feel confident that we will see
some real results."
The Bulgarian market is not an
easy one for an SME like Enviro
coustics to break into. Regulatory
differences and the mundane
logistical problems of transport
ing bulky equipment long dis
tances are major obstacles which Q-Test's local presence and
local knowledge will minimise.
And combining the companies'
capacities will give them access
to bigger contracts.
"Without Q-Test as a local part
ner, an end-user interested in our
acoustic-emission testing might
use our services for just one small
job. But by combining our
strengths, we will be able to
tackle larger jobs such as servic
ing a refinery," says Vahaviolos.
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Only connect
For Anastasopoulos, successful
tie-ups like this are not the only
good reason for attending events
where conference presentations
go on alongside technologytransfer discussions and practical
demonstrations of NDT technologies.
"Simply making contacts is
important," he points out."lt does
not matter whether or not you
come away immediately with a
new order or project proposal.
You meet people w i t h similar
interests. You remember t h e m .
They remember you, and when
the right moment arises in the
future, you are able to start a project together more easily."
At the event, more than 110
meetings took place between the
130 participants who came from
20 countries. In addition, many
more companies unable to send

F I R E
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their own delegates were represented by the eight IRCs that
attended. Another of the event's
concrete successes arose in this
way, when one such company,
Imasonic, a French manufacturer
of ultrasonic probes, was introduced in its absence to a small
Scottish manufacturer of ultrasound scanners, Diagnostics
Sonar Ltd, by IRC Centre-Est. The
companies have since signed an
agreement under which Diagnostics Sonar will broaden its
product range using a family of
Imasonic probes.
When they first met in 1995,
the NDT conference participants
resolved to gather every four
years, and the organisers now
expect to hold the next conference in 2003. With the participants at last year's parallel
technology-transfer brokerage
event roundly in favour, they also
plan to retain this feature.
·

More than 710 meetings took place between 130 participants from
20 different countries.

CrfflTTTTT»
• N. Melanitis, IRC Help-Forward Greece
TI.+30 1 32 22 059
FX.+30132 51877
E-m. nikos@help-forward.gr
http://www.help-forward.gr/
• A. Vahaviolos, Envirocoustics SA
Tl.+30 1 2 8 46 801
Fx.+30 1 2 8 46 805
E-m. tia@envirocoustics.gr
http://www.envirocoustics.gr/
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Ready, Aim, Export
The Export Explorer Mission, a visit by ten United Kingdom companies in
the fire, fire safety and security sector, took place in Brussels on 24-26 March
1999. Just over one year on, what impact has the mission had?
II

• T P M W O technology transfer
V X / a g r e e m e n t s are pending
and several of the companies are
still talking to each other,"reports
Mark Schneider of the Midlands
IRC.The organisers had hoped for
even more demonstrable signs of
success, but the real value of the
mission has been in terms of
experience/This first mission was
a prototype, designed to lead to
others. It taught us several important lessons,"says Schneider.
The mission in Brussels, organised with the support of the
British Embassy and the IRCs of
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Brussels, Flanders, Wallonia and
North Germany, was combined
with a brokerage event. But participants suggested that three
days was too long for such a limited event and that future visits
should be more precisely targeted. "We decided that more indepth research on the companies
recruited to attend future missions would be necessary to
make direct meetings more valuable," says Schneider. IRC Midlands also decided that future
missions would either be shorter,
or they would be arranged to

coincide with a fair-based brokerage event."And only if the theme
of the fair was sufficiently relevant to the sector involved in the
mission/'Schneider emphasises.
Since the visit, the most positive
outcome for the UK companies
involved has been increased confidence about trading in Europe.
"All the participants felt that the
mission allowed them to overcome some of their apprehension
about Europe and,although some
decided that the Belgian market
was not forthem,this was actually
a relatively safe and cheap way to

find that out," says Schneider.
Although the Belgian market was
not suitable, one company, Dorgard, was able to identify other
potential European markets and
has been working on its products
to achieve European standards in
advance of a European launch.

Successful follow-up
The missions that have followed have enjoyed less mixed
fortunes. In October 1999, IRC
Midlands ran an outward mission
to Slovenia with the support of
· · ·
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British fire sector companies vinting thefire-fightingservice at
Brussels airport The collaboration between the IRC network
and the UK's Market Explorer scheme added value to
the visitfor the participating SMEs.

· · ·
the Slovenian FEMIRC and the
British Embassy, also concentrating on the fire sector, in which
seven UK companies visited
Ljubljana. A return mission went
ahead at the end of February
2000 and three agreements are
now pending.
Later in the year, on 6-10
November, IRC Midlands arranged
an engineering mission to Elmia
in Sweden for subcontractors to
the automotive sector. The visit
was held as part of a subcontractor's fair at Jon Koping.The companies had a stand at the fair and
were included in the fair catalogue. The event also included a
presentation from Volvo and a
visit to a research institute. Four

agreements have been concluded and another engineering
visit will take place to Sweden on
6-8 June 2000.
An electronics visit to Munich
will go ahead in July 2000, and
planning for a mechanical engineering mission to Brussels in
September is well under way.This
mission is again being arranged
in conjunction with the IRC Brussels and the commercial sector of
the British Embassy in Brussels.
"The target is to take between ten
and 15 companies from the UK's
Midlands. Technopol is collaborating with us to match and
choose companies that will derive maximum benefit from the
event," says Schneider.
·

M.Schneider, IRC Midlands
TI.+44 1203 838143
FX.+44 1203 221396
E-m. mirc@coventry.ac.uk
http://www.mids.demon.co.uk
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Technology Transfer
in Eastern Europe
The Görlitz Technology Transfer day, a three-country brokerage event on new
materials, is providing a much needed boost to the dynamism of the region's
industrial SME community.
f p A b e r h a r d Gärtner, current
\ ^ J / c h a i r of the Innovation
Relay Centre network's Materials
Thematic Group, reports that the
April event, which again involved
participants from Saxony, Poland
and the Czech Republic, was even
more successful than last year's.
"In 1999, our first technology
transfer day attracted 85 participants," he says. "This year, 150
people attended, even though
we sent details of the day to the
same target group of companies.
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Interest among SMEs is on the
increase."
IRC Saxony's strategy has long
been to establish cross-border
innovation and co-operation
between Saxon firms and institutions and companies in the rest of
Europe - especially with their
eastern European neighbours.
"Saxony, Poland and the Czech
Republic make up a distinct
region,"explains Gärtner.
However, while Saxony is a traditional industrial area, both Poland

and the Czech Republic are undergoing a process of industrial
growth and there is a real need for
transfer of technology and skills to
the companies there."We spend a
great deal of effort setting up
initiatives to support the development of links between our SMEs
and theirs," he adds.

Why materials?
The idea for this brokerage
event came from Gärtner himself.

"We chose the field of new and
composite materials because of
the dynamic way this area is
developing.The pace of progress
worldwide often makes it difficult
for small companies to keep up,"
he says. Although the main aim of
the event was to create a forum
for the exchange of ideas and
technology, Gärtner is also keen
to support Polish and Czech
progress towards full membership of the European Union.
The three IRCs worked closely
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together to organise the event.
Companies from all three regions
attended,and they were joined by
representatives of the German
government. "We were pleased
that the Secretary of State for
Economic D evelopment for the
Saxony region was able to make a
presentation about government
plans for the region," says Gärtner.
The day itself was extremely
busy, with a total of 65 meetings
organised.There were also prod
uct presentations, company pro
files and video presentations,
with videoconferencing facilities
available. The feedback was very
positive  all participants said
they had had good opportunities
to make contacts and that these
would be built upon during the
coming months.
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A good starting point
As well as the links that were
forged with Polish and Czech
companies, the event demon
strated the increasing level of
technology transfer activity be
tween German universities and
SMEs. Next year, the IRC plans to
extend the meeting to two days
to enable this trend to flourish
further.
It is also likely that a second
annual event will be instigated as
part of the same programme, the
first of which could take place as
early as September this year. "At
the moment, we plan a business
awareness theme. Meetings and
presentations will cover the legal
aspects of setting up a company,
such as land acquisition, IT and
business, joint ventures and
financing  as well as technology
transfer, particularly in IT," says
Gärtner.
·

German, Polish and Czech SMEs exchanged ideas in
Görlitz about the application of new materials.

CTTTTTT»
E. Gärtner, IRC Saxony
TI.+49 3 5 8 1 4 8 1 6 2 3
FX.+49 3581 48 1630
Em. gaertner@etbneisse.de

A G R O  F O O D

From Camembert to Guinness
Earlier this year, IRC Ireland continued its programme of visits to
Europe for Irish small and mediumsized enterprises (SMEs). Focusing
on the food and drink industries, the visits aim to expose Irish
companies to more advanced process technologies.

Α Π λ η 2 February, five Irish
\ L J / f a r m h o u s e cheese pro
ducers embarked on a threeday
visit to manufacturers in the
FrancheComté region of France.
The project was a joint initiative
between IRC Ireland, IRC France
Centr'Est (both ARIST Bourgogne
and ARIST FrancheComté) and
ARITT AgroAlimentaire, an asso
ciation of agrofood industries in
the FrancheComté region. A key
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feature of the trip was a visit to
ENIL (Ecole Nationale d'Industrie
Laitière) at Mamirolle and Poligny.
"The aim was to give Irish
cheesemakers the opportunity
to see the more advanced tech
nologies used in France so that
they can work towards applying
them in their own companies,"
explains John Shiel of IRC Ireland.
The French trip was the third such
visit organised by the IRC in the

past year  the others being to
chocolatemakers in Belgium,and
to seaweed processors in Brittany,
France. "Like cheese production,
these two industries are less well
developed in Ireland,"Shiel says.

Seaweed
The visit of Irish seaweed
processors was organised in con
junction with the IRC Lower Nor

mandy, Brittany, Pays de Loire in
Rennes. Representatives from five
Irish SMEs, educational institutes
and regional development agen
cies visited six French firms.
"The trip has already had sev
eral very positive outcomes,"
confirms Shiel.The Centre d'Etude
et de Valorisation des Algues
(CEVA), a centre of excellence for
the development of the French
seaweed and marine vegetable
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· · ·
industry, offered to make its
expertise available to Irish companies on a fee-paying basis. In
response, several Irish firms said
that they intended to use CEVA's
information service to obtain
data not readily available elsewhere.
Other co-operation arrangements, involving the supply of
raw materials, collaborative R&D
and reciprocal marketing, are in
place or under negotiation.

Better chocolates
The visit to the Belgian chocolate industry took place in Brus-

WATER
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sels last October, and was organised with IRC Flanders in Brussels.
"The Irish companies were keen
to see how the Belgians managed their bulk production
processes without compromising quality," says Shiel. Four Irish
companies visited three Belgian
chocolate-makers and two manufacturers of specialised chocolate-making machinery. All participants reported that the experience was useful,and the lessons
learnt have already been incorporated into development plans.
"The participants also discussed potential improvements
in raw material supply. At pre-

sent, individual buyers order
chocolate in granular form.
Future delivery of liquid chocolate by the Belgian supplier Callebaut seems likely, with a number
of Irish manufacturers buying
together in bulk," says Shiel. He
also confirms that more visits are
planned. The next, a visit to the
Belgian brewing industry, with
particular emphasis on microbrewery technology, is being

organised in association with IRC
Brussels and will take place
towards the end of the year.
·

J. Shiel, IRC Ireland
TI.+353 21 800 222
Fx.+353 21 800 201
E-m.john.shiel@enterprise-ireland.com
http://www.forbairt.ie/funding/rd/irc/
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Water into Wine
IRC North Rhine-Westphalia has developed a special interest in
working with small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in the
water sector. Sound knowledge of this specific area is enhancing its
ability to catalyse transnational transfers of technology.
( P e a r l y this year, delegates
\ ^ J / f r o m three Finnish environmental technology companies - two of them in the water
sector - arrived in Germany for
meetings with local companies.
Their trip was made possible by a
subsidy from IRC Finland, while
the meetings were arranged by
the Innovation Relay Centre
North Rhine-Westphalia (IRC
NRW). "I think the companies
were very satisfied with what we
offered them," says Peter Wolfmeyer, its director.

Key Action
One of the Finnish SMEs is now
putting together a transnational
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consortium for a CRAFT projecto )
to develop a new waste-water
treatment process. The other,
Rictor - a manufacturer of flotation purification equipment - is
investigating the possibility of
using chemicals developed by
one of the German SMEs.
These relationships are only the
latest fruits of IRC NRW's special
interest in the water sector.This is
due in part to a high local concentration of water companies,and in
part to the opportunities offered
by the 'Sustainable management
and quality of water'Key Action of
the Fifth Research Framework
Programme (FP5).
The IRC has organised or attended seminars and lectures on

various aspects of water,as well as
three partner-mediation events.
The first of these it staged at the
FP5 launch conference in Essen in
February 1999.The second, organised by IRC South Germany in
November 1999, incorporated an
exhibition with demonstrations
of water technologies. The third
was organised by IRC Austria at
the Aquatherm international fair
in Vienna, in March.

Special interest
IRC NRW's work in the water
sector is in line with its wider
interest in environmental technologies. Wolfmeyer currently
chairs the IRC network's environ-

ment thematic group. "But environmental technology is such a
broad area that at large partnermediation events the diversity of
technology offers and requests
can be overwhelming," he says.
Specialisation creates focus. It
also allows IRC staff to develop
detailed understanding which
can be extremely useful in carrying out the delicate task of mediating a new transnational partnership.
The virtues of specialisation
were exemplified in the Finnish
SME visit. Understanding the

(1) For an overview of the CRAFT
scheme, see 'Opportunities for SMEs',
edition 3/99.
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close match between the compa
nies, the IRC scheduled two-hour
meetings, some of which contin
ued in the evenings. Compare this
with the technology brokerage
meetings arranged at large,
generic events, which conven
tionally last only 20 or 30 minutes.
IRC NRW is now capitalising on
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the knowledge it has gained. It is
assembling details of the watertechnology project ideas, offers
and expressions of interest it has
built up since 1998 in a catalogue.
With deregulation of the water
industry already well advanced in
some EU Member States, this is
well timed.

As Wolfmeyer says, "In the
European water sector right now
the most important thing we can
do is to raise awareness of the
possibilities of cross-border co
operation."
·

S.Wodrich, IRC North Rhine-Westphalia
TI.+49 208 30 00 444
Fx.+49 208 30 00 461
E-m.sw@zenit.de
http://www.zenit.de
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I PR Know-How
In February, technology transfer professionals from 32 different
Innovation Relay Centres gathered in Cambridge, United Kingdom,
for the first IRC workshop on intellectual property rights (IPR).
Τ Λ PR is becoming an increas- vided an opportunity to explore
the possibility of collaboration
A/Angly important compo
between IRCs and the European
nent of transnational technology
transfer, and a number of IRCs are Commission's IPR-Helpdesk. In
future, the IRC network could
starting to include support in this
offer an effective distribution
area explicitly in their service offer
channel for regional promotion
to small and medium-sized enter
of the IPR-Helpdesk's services to
prises (SMEs). The workshop was
European SMEs.
organised by the IRC Co-ordina
tion Unit (IRC CU) to address the
Evaluation showed that the
need for reinforcement of the net
workshop had been very well
work's IPR know-how identified
received by all the participants.
by earlier research.
All had found it useful, and over
90% said that they would be
Three sessions - on 'IPR issues
more likely to use the IPR-Help
in FP5 research projects, and
desk
service in future. Most ex
consortium agreements'/Interna
pressed
the hope that similar
tional licensing and licensing
training
opportunities will be
agreements' and 'IPR strategies
offered
on
a regular basis.
·
for SMEs'- were carefully tailored
by the IRC CU and the IPRHelpdeskd) to meet IRCs'specific
requirements. The other sessions
covered IPR case studies from IRC
Midlands and IRC Northern Swe
(7) See'APersonal Service', edition
den, and a presentation of the
3/99.
European Patent Organisation's
(2) esp@cenet is a registered trademark
of the European Patent Office. See also
esp@cenet service^).
Ήοί Commodity of the New Century',
edition 7/00.
In addition, the workshop pro
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Participants at the IPR workshop outside the St John's
Innovation Centre in Cambridge, home of the IRC Eastern
England, which hosted the event

cszxm»
G. Rumpf, IRC CU
TI.+352 226115 608
Fx.+352 226 130
E-m. g.rumpf@ircnet.lu
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Dismantling
the Invisible Barrier

Customs ( φ )
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IRC staff have recently had the chance to sharpen their cross
border business skills in a series of intercultural seminars.
Business practices vary widely across the European Union, and
the key to successful transnational technology partnership is to
understand these regional differences.
ples, Pilsner then demonstrates
how different regional approaches
may affect business negotiations.
Attitudes to risk and challenge,
speed and quality, and individual
ity and teamwork vary radically.
Overlooking these differences in
transnational partners' cultural
and business values seriously
jeopardises negotiations and joint
projects."Such issues must not be
disregarded," Pilsner argues."Suc
cessful crossborder negotiations
are hugely simplified if you are
able to anticipate the expecta
tions of the other party."

Ihrning regional differences into
transnational synergy effects  an
IRC intercultural seminar
in progress.

)

erner Pilsner has made
intercultural
manage
ment issues his speciality. Follow
ing experience as a business con
sultant with French, German and
American companies, he was
appointed project manager of
the IRC RhinelandPalatinate.
There, he became convinced that
training IRC staff to deal with
regional differences would bene
fit the network as a whole.
His idea was supported both
by the European Commission
and by French and German IRCs,
and the first'intercultural semi
nar'was held in September 1999,
in Saarbrücken, Germany. It was
quickly followed by others in
Greece, France and Spain.

Pilsner also explains regional
business tactics by presenting the
technology profile of his own
region as a continuous thread
throughout the session. Including
an element of practical technol
ogy brokerage allows participants
to familiarise themselves with one
another's regions and partnership
potential. It also gives them prac
tice in dealing successfully with
different regional approaches.

Cultural
intermediaries

because of differing mentalities.
"The role of IRCs as an interface
between technology players in
their region and other parts of
Europe is critical," Pilsner says.
In fact, the cultural understand
ing necessary to promote prod
ucts and ideas across national
borders is one of the IRC net
work's unique selling points, he
believes. Enhancing IRCs' skills in
this area should directly increase
their clients' chances of conclud
ing successful transnational deals.
The strength of early participa
tion in the seminar series demon
strates IRCs' commitment to
improve their performance as
business consultants. Feedback
from the participating IRCs has
been extremely positive, and Pil
sner plans to continue the series,
possibly opening them to partici
pation by companies and local
authorities. "Innovation as a
source of European competitive
ness requires us to build on our
shared strengths instead of try
ing to exploit our differences,"
he says.
·

Increasingly, European business
needs to develop these intercul
tural skills  it simply cannot afford
the cost of negotiations which fail
not for commercial reasons, but

Think local/ act global
Each seminar begins with the
25 or so participants describing
themselves  through the eyes of
colleagues from other European
countries. Using practical exam
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W. Pilsner, IRC RhinelandPalatinate

TI.+ 49 6131 95809 21
Fx.+49 6131 95809 99
Em. werner.pilsner@imgmainz.de
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Going Supercritical
Supercritical fluids (SCFs) are non-toxic, energy-saving,
environmentally friendly alternatives to organic solvents. A European
network of agro-food SMEs and research centres is promoting
widespread transfer of SCF technology, with a view to new processes
and high added-value products.

»hen a liquid is heated in a
'closed container, it evapo
rates up to a'critical point'where
the density of the vapour formed
and that of the remaining liquid
are equal. Beyond this point, the
system enters a no-man's-land
between the liquid and gaseous
states - the fluid becomes 'super
critical'. Supercritical fluids (SCFs)
make excellent solvents.They are
used industrially to clean machine
parts and textiles, to decontami
nate soils, to extract and purify
many compounds, and in the
manufacture of polymers, phar
maceuticals, cosmetics and food
products.Their selectivity can be
modulated by varying the t e m 
perature or pressure within the
supercritical range.

Many advantages
SCFs are advantageous alterna
tives t o traditional industrial
solvents.SCF-based processes usu
ally consume much less energy
than those using organic solvents,
because they avoid high tempera
tures and the phase transitions of
distillation and condensation.
Organic solvents, furthermore,
constitute both occupational and
environmental hazards, because
many of them are volatile, highly
inflammable, and toxic. This con
trasts with the properties of
carbon dioxide (CO2), widely used
in the supercritical state.
Abundant, inexpensive, and
easy t o transport, CO2 is non
flammable. It is also non-toxic,
being naturally produced and
metabolised by living organisms.
This means no dangerous conta-
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mination of t h e workplace or
environment and no toxic
residues in t h e end product.
Supercritical CO2 performs well at
temperatures that preserve heatsensitive biological compounds,
which makes it particularly inter
esting to the agro-food industry.

Room for SMEs
A few years ago, SCF technol
ogy attracted the interest of
AINIA, the Agro-Food Technology
Institute in Valencia, Spain. AINIA
is a non-profit organisation which
aims to support technological
R&D, increase product quality,
improve competitiveness, and
promote diversification and mod
ernisation in the food industry.
The Institute could not fail to
see the advantages and profitgenerating potential of SCF tech
nology, widely used by large
multinationals to make products
such as decaffeinated coffee and
tea, nicotine-free tobacco, and
cholesterol-free foods. AINIA also
noticed, however, that SCFs are
under-exploited by SMEs. This
seemed a pity, because in Europe
SMEs are regarded as major
instruments of job creation and
future economic development.
"Today," says Miguel Blasco,
head of R&D at ΑΙΝΙΑ,'Ίη addition
to the need to respect the envi
ronment and economise re
sources, there is a demand for
organic-solvent-free pharmaceu
ticals, colourings, aromas, anti
oxidants, and so forth. Products
with a 'natural' or 'ecological' label
are also popular. There is ample
room for SMEs in these areas,
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States of matter - supercriticalfluidsremain under-exploited,
especially by SMEs.

where new products with high
added value and a good qualityto-price ratio are likely to emerge.
Supercritical CO2 should be an
ideal solvent for making such
products, but there are obstacles
to widespread adoption of SCF
technology by SMEs."
One obstacle, it seems, is lack of
awareness about the advantages
and possibilities of SCFs in indus
try. Another is the high initial cost
of SCF equipment, combined
with the inability t o predict the
behaviour of SCF-treated sub
stances or mixtures. AINIA there
fore set out to make SCFs better
known to SMEs throughout
Europe, and t o promote new
applications and the improve
ment and transfer of SCF technol
ogy. This led t o t h e creation of
Dasfafd), a 'Thematic Network'
supported by the Fourth Re

Innovation

search Framework Programme's
Fair programme.

The Dasfaf network
The Dasfaf network has 27
members in 14 European coun
tries. Sixteen partners are univer
sities or research centres, and 11
SMEs. "The idea is to favour con
tacts between companies and re
search teams, and also between
users and suppliers of SCF equipment"says Blasco."We aim to pub
licise the advantages of the tech
nology, identify its current and
potential applications, and define
and solve problems related to its
use and transfer.This means shar
ing knowledge and expertise and
stimulating the creation of collab
orative R&D projects within and
beyond the network."
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The network focuses on four
major areas  basic principles of
supercritical fluids, industrial
aspects, extractive applications,
and nonextractive applications
such as food hygiene and chro
matography. It is preparing a
book on the state of the art in SCF
technology, to be published at
the end of 2000. It has created an
SCF website, and stages meet
ings, conferences, oneday tech
nical courses, and workshops.
All these activities enable par
ticipants with specific problems

PREPARING

or interests to learn, communi
cate, brainstorm, and form
partnerships. New projects and
collaborations are already in the
making. The hope is for toplevel
SCF research teams, standardised
criteria for SCF processes, and
new, highquality products.
·

(1) FAIR project 983464 
Developments and applications in
supercriticalfluids in agriculture and
fisheries (Dasfaf).

cum)
A. del Pino, Instituto Technologico Agroalimentario
T l . + 3 4 9 6 1 3 6 60 90
Fx.+34 96 131 80 08
Em adelpino@ainia.es
http://www.dasfaf.org
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The Perfect Application
The Fifth Research Framework Programme (FP5) not only supports
the development of ecommerce applications, it also uses them.
A new version of the electronic proposal preparation system, ProTool,
will streamline the process of applying for FP5 funding.
■USE
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/ ^ p \ h e first version of ProTool
V A / w a s released in the spring
of 1999 for use in the first round
of FP5 calls. But as the European
Commission
acknowledges,
fewer applicants found it useful
than had been hoped  only 600
submitted proposals electroni
cally. Now the package has been
overhauled to answer criticisms
from early users. In addition, a
dedicated website has been
launched, from which the soft
ware can be downloaded and
where an online tutorial is now
available.

Easier to use
Developed as a platforminde
pendent Java application, the
new version of ProTool is quicker

ώ-
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to download, more stable, and
easier to use. It offers each mem
ber of a research consortium a
convenient way of completing
the administrative and financial
forms common to all FP5 pro
grammes. Sent to the co-ordinator by e-mail, ProTool readily col
lates these contributions in a final
proposal. At both stages, it checks
the validity and consistency of
the data, greatly reducing the risk
of ineligibility.
Once a research proposal is
complete, it may be printed from
ProTool in the correct format and can be submitted in this
form. However, the Commission
hopes that the new improve
ments will encourage many more
researchers to submit their pro
posals electronically in future.
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ProTool uses a special system of
certification to ensure reliable
and secure submission to the
Commission's central electronic
reception desk.
·
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E-m. protool@cec.eu.int
http://www.cordis.lu/fp5/protool/
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4th International Conference
on Technology Policy and
Innovation
28-31 August, Curitiba (Brazil)
Addressing the theme of 'learning and
knowledge networks for development', the
conference will bring together scientists,engineers, managers, entrepreneurs, and policymakers to present research results and share
good practice. They will also discuss creative
and innovative topics of emerging importance for both the public and private sectors.
Contact
G. Pereira, Lisbon Instituto Superior Técnico
Tl.+351 18417 379
Fx.+351 1 8496156
E-m. curitiba2000@dem.ist.utl.pt
http://in3.dem.ist.utl.pt/curitiba2000/

Neodiet

Archives of the New Millennium in the Information Society

6-9 S e p t e m b e r ,
Norwich (United Kingdom)

21-26 September, Seville (Spain)

This is the first European research meeting
on the consumer benefits of biotechnology
applied to food production. It will focus on the
need to enhance a selected range of essential
nutrients and beneficial factors in plant foods.
The conference is organised in association
with FP5's Quality of Life programme.
Contact
Conference secretariat
TI.+44 1603 255 328
Fx.+44 1603 255 168
E-m.ifr.communications@bbsrc.ac.uk
http://www.ifrn.bbsrc.ac.uk/NEODIET/

1 0 - 1 4 S e p t e m b e r , Cairo (Egypt)

29 August
(Germany)

2 September, Hamburg

The conference aims to bring research
providers together with intermediate and end
users in order to improve the mechanisms of
research and technology transfer into the field
of marine science. The priority areas addressed within FP5 will be discussed in a series
of parallel and plenary sessions, as a means of
interfacing natural science, socio-economics
and policy and of identifying the areas on
which European research should concentrate
in the next decade.
Contact
A. Edwards, Marine Ecosystems
Infrastructure
Fx.+32 2 296 3024
E-m. alan.edwards@cec.eu.int

E-Comm-Line 2000
4-6 September, Bucharest (Romania)
The first European Conference for eCommerce and Tele-working will focus on
trends, solutions and results related to the
integration, proliferation and intensive
added-value use of teleco-operation in
teleworking, electronic commerce, virtual
entities, and on-line services.
Contact
M.Bistran,EComm Line2000Conference
TI.+401 230 0591
FX.+401 230 7862
E-m. sand@automation.ipa.ro
http://www.ipa.ro/E_COMM_LINE_2000/
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Contact
Congress secretariat
TI.+34 954 981 089
Fx.+34 954 577 863
E-m. congresos.itc@caymasa.es
http://www.mcu.es/lab/archivos/se20000.html

Innovation and Enterprise
Creation - Statistics and
Indicators

VLDB 2000
EurOCEAN 2000 - European
conference on marine science
and ocean technology

The 14th international archive congress will
address topics such as the management and
use of electronic records, the development of
archival science, and the role of archives in the
leisure society.

The 26th international conference on very
large databases offers an international forum
for the exchange of research results in all
aspects of database management and related
fields. It will include tutorials, panels, research
papers,industrial papers,and demonstrations.
Contact
http://www2.aucegypt.edu/vldb2000/

Annual European Forum for
Innovative Firms
20-21 November, Lyon (France)
During the French presidency, the European Commission (DG Enterprise), with the
support of the Urban Community of Lyon, is
organising a forum for innovative enterprises as a 'shop window' for innovation in
Europe.The event will enable entrepreneurs
to voice their response to local, national and
European policies designed to help Europe
achieve a knowledge and innovation-based
society. Labels of excellence will be awarded
by the Commission to the 15 most innovative economic zones in Europe.
The event is aimed at all innovation
actors, in business and in research, and
especially those involved in the creation of
start-up companies.
Contact
A. Bearne, European Commission
Enterprise DG, Innovation Directorate
Innovation policy
TI.+352 4301 33711
Fx.+352 4301 34129
E-m. amy.beame@cec.eu.int
http://www.cordis.lu/innovationsmes/src/firms.htm

23-24 November,
Sophia Antipolis (France)
Jointly organised by the European Commission's Innovation Directorate and Eurostat, this event is designed to lead to better
measurement of innovation. A similar conference in 1996 helped enhance the
methodology for statistical surveys of
innovation and to improve the international comparability of the data collected.
This event will focus on:
• advances in innovation statistics
• results of studies exploiting recent Community and national innovation surveys
• patent statistics - acquisition and protection of competencies by enterprises
• meeting policy-makers' requirements
• new indicators to benchmark innovation and company creation policies
Contact
V. Burger,European Commission
Enterprise DG, Innovation Directorate
Innovation policy
TI.+352 4301 38203
Fx.+352 4301 34129
E-m.valerie.burger@cec.eu.int
http://www.cordis.lu/innovationsmes/src/statconf.htm

EURESCO programmes,
2000 and 2001
The European Research Conferences
(EURESCO) are a programme of the European
Science Foundation, supported by the European Commission's High Level Scientific Conference activity. Spanning fields from biomedicine to economics, each conference typically
holds a meeting on alternate years, and
encourages discussion of new and unconventional ideas and approaches.
Contact
J Hendekovic, ESF
TI.+33 388 76 71 35
Fx.+33 388 36 69 87
E-m. euresco@esf.org
http://www.esf.org/euresco/
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Medetec - Energy technology
for Mediterranean countries

Cross Border Litigation over
European Patents

The Medetec magazine was launched three
years ago to promote energy efficiency in the
Mediterranean basin. Its main objective is to
inform people in the countries of north Africa
of developments in European energy technol
ogy, but it also includes sections on national
energy policies and on the relationships
between energy, environment, employment
and development. Each issue runs to over 200
pages, with each article appearing both in
Arabic and in either English or French. A score
of substantial articles is followed by a news
roundup from programme offices in the
region, and advertisements from suppliers to
the energy industry.

In cases of infringement, patents are only
useful if they are enforced by their owners.
Enforcement is generally initiated by a warn
ing letterfollowed, if this is not successful, by
legal proceedings. At present there is no inter
national jurisdiction for patent disputes
whose competence goes beyond the territory
of one state. But the situation in Europe may
soon change. The whole issue is dealt w i t h
clearly and authoritatively in this paper by the
IPRHelpdesk's legal team.

Contact
F. Fabiano, ISNOVA
TI.+39 06 3600 2543
Fx.+39 06 3600 2544
Em. isnova@tin.it
http://www.medetec.it

Contact
Em. info@iprhelpdesk.org
http://www.iprhelpdesk.org/updates

The socio-economic dimension
in the Fifth Framework
Programme, 1999

Innovation Policy Review
£123 annual subscription
A new bimonthly newsletter of innovation,
science and technology was launched in Feb
ruary by the British Library.Aimed at industrial
decisionmakers as well as senior academics
and government policymakers, it aims to pro
vide authoritative information on trends and
policy initiatives.The focus is primarily on the
United Kingdom and Europe, and develop
ments in the digital economy will receive
regular coverage.
Contact
JL Publishing Limited
TI.+44 1234 881 366
Fx.+44 1234 881 189
Em.jlp@mjm.co.uk

The annual report concludes that a strong
socioeconomic element was missing in the
response to the first calls for proposals of FP5's
thematic programmes, but that the situation
should improve with later calls. Few researchers
combine socioeconomic and technical exper
tise. Indeed, proposers and evaluators experi
enced similar problems  many appeared not
to understand the term socioeconomic.
The report made a series of recommenda
tions, some of which are already in the process
of being implemented. These include ensur
ing that sufficient emphasis is placed on
socioeconomic elements in work program
mes and guides.

Publications are free unless otherwise
stated. I f specific contact information for
obtaining a publication is not supplied, and
there is a price listed in euros, then the publi
cation can be purchased from the sales and
subscription office in your country of the
Office for Official Publications of the Euro
pean Communities (EUROP). Addresses can
be found in most EU publications, on the
WWW (http://europ.eu.int/general/en/sad.
htm) and by contacting EUROP (fax: +352
2929 42759).

Results from Non-Food AgroIndustrial Research Projects
EUR 19307, I SBN 1872691226; £40
(book), £40 (CDROM)
This book contains a selection of the final
summary reports from research projects on
the production and use of renewable bioma
terials derived from agricultural crops, sup
ported by the AIR programme. The reports
cover bioproducts aimed at higher value mar
kets, which offer SMEs particular opportuni
ties to enter niche markets while offering the
farming community the chance to diversify.
The information included in the book is also
available on CD ROM, together with reports
on all nonfood related projects financed
under the ECLAIR, AIR and FAIR programmes.
Contact
CPL Press
FX.+44 1635 529 322
Em. press@cplsci.demon.co.uk

Contact
http://www.cordis.lu/improving

S U B S C R I P T I O N FORM

Innovation (§)Technology Transfer is free
• Keep up to date on all EU actions relevant to innovation and technology transfer: general policy news, news of the Innovation and
SMEs programme, results and activities of the research programmes, case studies, upcoming conferences, new publications.
Please write clearly
NAME:
ADDRESS:

• For bulk quantities, state the number of copies you want to receive:
• D esired language: □ English

□ French

□ German

□italian

□ Spanish

• To change an existing subscription, please supply subscription number: _ /

(see routing slip)

To subscribe, fill in and return this form to: Innovation-Helpdesk, Enterprise DG, Innovation Directorate,
EUFO 2286,1-2920 Luxembourg. Fax: +352 430132084. E-mail: innovation@cec.eu.int
WWW Address: http://www.cordis.lu/itt/itt-en/home.html
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